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Salomtid;; 
Abstict. For any language A, the class NP(A) of languages accepted in polynomial time by 
nondeterministic oracle machines with A as oracle set is characterized in terms of the regular sets 
and ,!ae operations of homomorphic replication and intersection. A similar characterization is 
obta;na! for the class EXRUD(A) of languages that are extended rudimentary in A. Other 
classes which can be similariy ckacterized are described. 
0. Introductitm 
One of the most important uses of formal language theory in thea-etizal 
computer scknce is as a tool for discovering and describkg similarities between 
classes of languages arising in the study of automata, computability, and compu- 
tationak complexity. In this paper we consider classes of languages pecified by 
relative acceptance, that is, classes of languages accepted by wing machines with 
oracles; in particular, we characterize various classes of languages pecified by 
time,-kunded oracle machines or nondeterministic reducibilities (as in [ 1, 2, 14, 
16,20,24,3]). We s.ho-w how to characterize these classes in a skple way in terms 
of the class of regular sets and certain operations on languages. 
The ffirst result (the Representation Lemma) shows 
time-bc.unded orxle machine can be represlznted alge 
to provide characterizations of the class N&4) of Xan 
time by nondeterministic oracle machines using set 
the class EXRUD(A) of la ages correspo 
extendcjd rudimentary in A em-e 
* mis research was supported irn part by the Ndtionall Science Foundation undci: Gr:ant< 
11360 an J DCR-74- 1589 1. 
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t- m&6_ia~~~ &v&i a model for characterizations of the classes of languages -El 
&tit are rea&ively enumerable in A, recur&e in A, and elementary in A (liiecltion 
5). 
The characterizations exempMed by Thecxems 3.1 and 4.1 bring olrt IWO 
important no+ns. On one handJhey show tftnt many classes that are a_pp;i:rrently 
quite digerent have v&j similar algebra& Z&L. ttxerst 0n the other hand, thq,r show 
that theclass of regular sets can be used as a “‘sub-basis” for the generation cd ai 
wide v&ety of classes of tan;Fages specified by oracle machines while us&:: quite 
simple operations’& languages. 
1 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the’ basic concepts from the 
theories of autom:?ta, computability, and formal languages. Some of the corcepts 
?h+zt are ,mW importtnt kni this paper are reviewed here and notati#Bn is 
established. 
For a string w, /WI denotes the length of+tv: if e is the empty string, then lel=:= 0; if 
a is a symbol and y is a string, then layI = 1 + lyl. 
The mumal wR of a string w is the string obtained by writing w in reverse 
order: eR= e; for any symbol a, aR= a; if a is a symbol and y is a string, then 
(a~)~ = yaa. 
For a language A, let 25 be the smallesl Cfinite] illphabet such rthat A c 2 ‘.I’ and 
define A=8* -A and A@A = CA u dA fc$r any tsvo syl&ois c, do< 2. 
For a class ‘ig of languages, let co-% be the cia~~ of complements of languages in 
%, i.e., if L E %’ and L E r* for scme finite alphabet I’, then r* - L E co-%. 
RecaH that a hmurrw@akm (between free monoids) is a funct.ion h: 2I * + A * 
such that for aI1 x, y EZ*, h(xy) = h(x)h(y). A homomalrphism h: Z: *+ LI * is 
mmemsirrg if jwl>O implies Iat(w 0. A homomorphism h: Z*+ A * is Clear- 
erasing otl IaBpsctge Ec B* if there is a constant k > 0 such that for all w E L with 
fwi a k, jw/ G klirz(w)j, and is polynomial-ersrsfng on language L c 2 * if there is a 
constant k>Os~h thatfor all w~Lwith /wf>k, lwj</h(w)l”. 
A class “ig of kmguages is &secJ under (nmemkzg, linear-erasing, polynmtial- 
eratin& iroslrzomorphkz if for every lan_muage LE V and every homomorphism h 
(Q3;kt is nonerasing, linear-erasing on E, polyrromi&erasing on L)g h(lJ = 
rk[wj 1 WI k Lj is in %. 
ft witi be useful to state some sf the results in terms of abstract: familiel; of 
~a~~~ag~s. Rec.&E that a se&.ML is a no~ern~~ class of languages c,!osed under 
tinian, inverse homomkphbn. nonerasing homomorphism, and intersection VI rith 
lar s&s. A full semi-AFL is a semi-AFL closed under arbitracy bomolnorphi:;ra;. 
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In this section we define “orack zna&ines” and provide a basic 
‘Lemma for languages pecified by time-bounded oracle machinf :s. 
An arack niachine is a multitape Turing machine A4 with a distinguished work 
tape, ti;pJ quev tape, and three JFGnSuished states, q?, qYes, and qno. At some step 
of a computation on an input string W, M may transfer into the state q?. In state q? 
v transfers into the state qyes if the string currently appear”ng on’the query tape is 
in some oracle set A; otherwise, M transfers into the state qno. The set of strings 
accepted by M relative to the oracle set A is L(M, A) = {w 1 there is an accysting 
computation of M on input w when the oracle set is A}. 
epresenMhn Le Let M k an oracle machine that rws in time t(n) a.nd has 
tape alphabet A. T?lere eiist homomorphisms h, and h2 and G nguage LM such that 
(i) for any oracle set A G A *, L(M, A) = hl(LM n h,:’ ((A@( *-A))*))+ (ii) LAf is 
accepted in linear time by a deterministic multitape Turing machine, and (iii, for all 
w E Lf, Id c t(lhWi). 
The proof follows that of Theorem 3.4 of [24] or Theorem 2.3.1 of 122-i. Only a 
sketch is provided. 
The language k!& describes a “history” y of an xcepting computation of 
some input string x with the information about the ora+ set given by z. Thw LM is 
a set of strings encoding triples (x, y, z) such tb II id M s acceptin!; computations can 
be simulated by a deterministic Turing machine in time propt)rtional to Iyl, i.e., 
proportiona: to the length of M’s accepting computations. The homomorphism /Q 
satisfies h&x, y, z)) = z so that strings in LM n hz’ ((A @(d * - A))*) describe 
acceptimg complitaiions of M with oracle set A. The homomorphism hl satisfies 
ht((x, y. z)) = ;i so that the input string accepted by A4 is returned. Since 
operates in ; me t(n), the length of the encoding {x, y, z> can be made proportional 
t0 tl_/.bjj SC tnai: EGi ;?1,1 W G LM, )W) S t(ikj( W,l>. 
3 
Here Iwe consider nondeterministic o 
y orack set ~4, 
ministic oracle machi 
CIasses of the form NP( ) for various oracle sets have been studied [ 1,2,25]. The 
class NP of languages. accepted in polynomial time by nondeterministic Turirg 
machines is the class NP@). 
‘Be main result of this section is a characterization of classes of the form N&I) 
in terms of the regular sets, the language A, and certain operations on languages. 
The charaeterizatnon is similar to the characterization of NP established in [3J 
Bekre &z&g th-e result, we mu;t define certain operations. 
Let n be a positive-integer and let p be a function from { 1, . . . , n} to (1, R :. Let L, 
be a language and let IQ,. . . , h,, be homomorphisms. The Language 
(P;h 5, . . l , l&J(L) =(hl(w)Ptl) l * l hn(~)P’n’ 1 w E L) is a homomorphic replicutian of 
type p on L. A class V of languages is closed under homomor@ic replica&z 3 for 
every n > 0, every function p: (I, . . . , n} + { 1, I?), every language L E S’, and every r~ 
homomorphisms hI, . . . , la,, the language (p; hI, . . . , h,)(L) is in ;$. 
Let ‘ig be a class of languages. If for i’:‘u~ry !> 0; every function p: iI, . _ . , n)+ 
(1, Rj, every language LE %, and every n homomorphisms izI, . , . , h,,, each of 
which is nonerasing (linear-erasing on L, polynomial-erasing on L), the language 
(Pi &i . . . , h,)(L) is in %, then % is closed under nonerasing (resp., linear-erasing, 
p~!yruxmial=e:csing) rhonumwtphic replication. 
The operation of homomoqkic replication has been used recently 
v:3,5,7,8,12,13,22] to characterize classes of languages arising in the study of 
automata, computability, and computational complexity. The basis for much of this 
use is the fact that if p:{l, 2)+{1, R} is defined by p(l) = 1 and p(2) = R, then t.ne 
class of all languages of the form (p; hl, h2)(L) for arbitrary homomorphisms ht artd 
kzWand an arbitrary regular set L is the class of all linear context-free languages. 
Now we may state the characterizations of W(A). 
WMWM~~ 3.1. For any language A, the class NIP(A) of language5 that are 
nondetetministic polynomial time in A is the smallest class of languages containing 
de regular sets and the language (A@&* and closed under intersection, inverse 
homormzphism, and polynomiaderasing homomorphic replication. It is the smalkst 
class containing (A@&* that ‘- ~3 cktid under intersection, inverse homomorphism, 
imkaectin with regular sets, and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication, thrzt 
is, the class NIP(A) is the smallest semi-AR containing (AOA)* that is closed 
under imersection and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. 
1. For any language A, let 5?(A) be the smallest class of languages containing 
(A@&)* and ah of the regular sets and dosed under intersection, inverse 
h&m, and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. 
n f4,22] that if t is a bounding function such that for all c >01 there 
exists d > 0 such that for all n > 0, t(cn) G &It(n), then for any language A e4pe class 
languages accepted by no.qdeterministic \uracle machines oper:<:ing in time 
und t with oracle set A is closed under union, intersection, inverse homomor- 
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plhkn, and nonerasing homomorphism, and contains all regular sets. It is easy to 
see that for any language A, NP(A) is closed under all of lthese operations as well as 
plolynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. From the’ description of an oracle 
machine’s operation, it is clear that both A an A aie in NP(A). Thus, T’(A)c 
IJP(A). 
TO see that NP(A) sZ’(A)~ we apply the Representation Lemma. For any 
nondet.drministic oracle machine M that operates in time t(n), there exist 
homomorphisms hI and h2 and a language L M such that (i) for any oracle set A 
(over M’s tape alpha t), L(M, A) = hl(LM n hyl ((AOA)*)j, (ii) LM is accepted in 
linear time bar a de ministic multitape Turing machine:, and (iii) for any w E 
LM, Iwls t(lhl(w)l). Hf t is a polynomial (so that L(M, A) ENP(A)), then h, is 
polynomial-erasing on L M n hT1 ((A @A)*). Since polynomial-erasing honnomor- 
phism is a special case of polyuomial-erasing homomorphic replication, this means 
that L(M, A) is a polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication of LM n 
iVz,*((A@&*).Based on the facts that every linear context-free language is 3 
linear-erasing kiornomorphic rcplicaticln of a regular set and eve:ry language in NP is 
the image of the intersection of two linear context-free !anguages under a poly- 
nomial-erasing homomorphism, it is shown in [3] that NP is the smaHest class 0’;’ 
languages containing the regula: sets and closed under intersection, inverse 
homo’mc~hism, and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. Thus, NP c 
.9(A) ;;rrd hence LM dZ(A) since any language accepted in linear time by a 
deterministic machine is in NP. Since &I) contains (A@ A)* and is closed under 
:i.nver:;e homomorphism, &‘&483/I)*) is in 2?(A). Hence, L(M, A) = 
!zI(LM n hi’((A@A)*)j is in Z’(A) since 9(A) is closed under inter- 
section and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. Thus we see that 
NP(A) c S(A). 
Any nonempty class that is closed under inverse homorrorphism and ir,tersec.!ion 
with regular sets must contain all e-free regular sets Et;] and so the smallest C!.M 
zontaining (A 0 A: * that is closed under ktersection, inverse homomorphism, 
intersection wit?1 qular sets, z2d polynomial-erasini homomorphic replication 
tmntains all the regular sets and hence contains L!?(A) - NP(A,L But (A@&” is in 
lW(A) and W(A) is closed under all of these operatiolrrs SO that NP(A) is the 
$ mallest class containing (A 0 A)* and closed under intersection, inverse 
l~omomcrphism, intersection with regular sets, and p 
l)hic replication. Finally, any sem:i-AFL contains aI1 
(:losed ;mder inverse homomorphism SO th 
(A@&* and closed under i 
I eplicat ion is NP(A). 
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&r&ky 3.2. For‘ any language A, the class NIP(A) of languages that are 
rwnde@rninistk polynomial time in A is the class of al! languuges of the form 
h(g-‘((A@&&)*) n LI nLn n L3) where L1, L2, and La are l&tear context-free 
kznpges, g is a homomorphism, and h is a homomorphism that is polynomial- 
erasing on g-‘((A@&*) n L1 n L n L3. 
T~MX&XI 3.1 hias a simple ~enerakation in case the oracle sets are talcen from a 
class of languages. Note that the following cabrollary applies to classes of the foml 
PIP(A). 
32. Suppse %’ is a class of languages that is closed under intersection with 
regular sets, inverse homomorphism, concatenation and Kleene *. Then NJ?(%) is the 
smallest class of languages containing % and co-% and closed under intersection and 
poi~rwmial-erasing homomorphic replication. 
4 
In this section we consider classes of languages obtained from our charac- 
terizations of Nm’(A) by adding complementation as a closure operation. 
Equivalently, we consider the class of languages that are “extended rudimentary in 
A’? 
The class of extended rudimc!ntcrry relations is the smallest class of string relations 
corrtaining the concatenation relation (concat(x, y, z) is true if and only if xy = z) 
and class under the Boolean operations, explicit transformation, and polynomial- 
bounded existential quantification. In order. to study the extended rudimentary 
relations as a class of languages, we l?x an encoding of strings to languages. Let S be 
an alphabet and # be a symbol not in S. If R is an m-ary string relation over S, then 
the sequential encoding of I? is a(R) = {x1 #. l ox, # 1 (x1, , - . , x,) E A!}. The class 
EXRUD of extended rudimentary languages k defined to be the class of langtaage 
encodings of the extended rudimentary relations: EXRUD = {a(R) 1 R is an 
extended rudimentary relation). For any language A, the class EXRUD(A) of 
kguages that are ex&nded rudimentary in A is defined to be the class of language 
encodings of the smallest class of string relations containing the concatenation 
relation and the relation representing membership in A, and closed under the 
Bco1eai-l operations, explicit transformation, and polynomial-bounded existential 
cation (see i/22,25]). 
We shall chasacterize the class EXRUD(A) in terms of the regular sets, the 
, and certain operations on languages. 
a language. Let Z:(A) be NP(A). For each i 2 1, let IIf be the class 
plements of languages in Z:(A), so that UP(A) = CO- 
e image of IIf&+) under polynomial-emsing horn 
{WJ 1 LA II;(A) and h is a homomorphism that is polyno 
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structure Z!(A) s XZp(A) E l l l Es known as the po&~smra,t hierarchy relabve tc A 
(see: [I., 2, 14, 20, 22, 251). The class EXRUD(A) has been show;~ [26] to be equal 
to the union of this hierarchy, EXRUD(A) = Ui~l X:(A). In additwn, it is shown 
in [22, 251 that since Zf(A) = W(A), for each i 2 I , Xi”,, (A) = NP’(IZ;~(R)). Tkse 
fxts are very useful in establishing our characterizations of. EXFWD(A). 
Ibeorenm 4.1. For any language A, the class EXRUD(A) of languages that are 
6 xtended rudimentary in A is the smallest class of languages containing the regular 
#jets and the language A and closed under intersectiorb, comp!ementation, inverse 
homomorphism, al Id polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. It is the smallest 
class containing the language A that is closed under inverse homomorphism, inter- 
:;ection with regu1c.T sets, the Boolean operations, and polynomiaj-erasing homomor- 
phic replication, that is, EXR 93(A) is the smallest semi-AF’L containirag A that is 
closed under the Boolean oper&ons and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replica - 
tion. 
Proof. For any language A, let Y(A) be the smallest class of languages containing 
A and all of the regular sets, and closed under intersection, complementation, 
inverse homomorphism, and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication. Since 
S(A) is clused under polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication, Z(A) is closed 
under n#Jnerasing homomorphism and so Z’(A) is a IBoolean-closed semi-AFL; 
hence, Z(A) is closed under Kleene * [IOj, Thus for any ,B E 2?(A), (B@B)* E 
Z(A). Since Z(A) coni:;rins the regular sets and is closed under inverse honxmor- 
phism, intersection, and polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication, from 
Theorem 3 ,l we see that for any B E Z(A )., N?(B) G Z’(A ). Since A E Y(A ), the 
characterizations of EXRUD(A) given above imply that EXRLJD(A)c Y(A). 
Since for Mach i Z= 1, CO-Z:(A) =I H:(A) e 2isi_i (A) and since EXRUD(A) = 
Ui~l Zf(A), the class EXRL+D(A) is closed under complemczntation. lt is easy to 
see that fsr exit r’ -2 l, the class X:(A) is closed under intersection, inverse 
homomorphism, and polynomial-erasing homomorp’iic replication. Since 2 r(A) c 
Z;(A)hn* l l , thf; class EXRUD = Ui~! Z:(A) is a union of a nondecreasing chain 
of classes each of which is closed under intersection, inverse homomorphism, and 
polynor;-:iaJ -c.rasing homomorphic replication, so tM EXRUD{A) is also closed 
under the*;e operations. Thus EXRUD(A) contains A and the lT’:gGlx sets and is 
closed ul lder intersection, complementation, inverse homo 
nomial-erasing homomorphic replication. ence Z(A) E 
is the smallest class with tihese 
The o :her characterizations 
It ic ek.sy to see that for any language A, N 
whether there exists a language C such that the hierarchy 2 f(C) s Z$‘(C) s l l l is 
in fact an infinite hierarchy, that is, whether for all ja 1,2/‘(C) #Zi”,, (Cc), 
although partial rest&s are known [2]. The most interesting case is that: of NP= 
Nl?(@; ht is not known whether NP is closed under complementation and it is not 
known whether the polynomial hierarchy C f(8) G S$‘(Qj) s l l 9 is in fact an infinite 
hierarchy [20,23]. 
The characterizations given in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 are only examples of v/hat 
can be done with a long list of classes of languages defined by relative acceptance, 
We state without proof characterizations for several classes of language specified by 
oracie machines. 
(i) For any language A, the class RE(A) of languages that are recursively 
enmzerable in A is the cliass of all languages accepted by unrestricted oracle 
machines that have oracie s& A. The class IRE(A) can be characterized as. the 
smallest class containing the reguIar sets and the language (A@&*, and closed 
under intersection, inverse homomorphism, and homomorphic replication. It is the 
srdlest class containing (AS&* that is closed under intersection, inverse 
homomorphism, Mersection with regular sets, and homomorphic replication, that 
is, the class RE(A) is the (;nallest (full) semi-AFL containing (ABA)* that is 
closed under intersection ar .i homomorphic replication. 
(ii) For any language A, let &(A)= RE(A), Z&(A)= co-&(A), and for i 3 
1, 2Zi+I(A) = {h(L) 1 LE l&(A), h a homomorphism} and H..+l(A) = co-&+,(A). The 
class ARITH(A) of languages 5at are atithmetic in A is the class Uial &(A). The 
class AJUTH(A) can be cha.racterized as the smallest class of languages contaming 
the regular sets and the language .4 and closed under inverse homomorphism, 
intersection, complementation, and homomorphic replication. It is the= smallest 
class containing the langusige A that is closed under inverse homomorphism, 
intersection wvith regular sets, the Boolean operations, and homomorphic repli- 
cation, ,that is, the class AIUTH(A) is the smallest (full) semi-AFL containing A 
that <is closed under the Boolean operations and homomorphic rephcation. 
(iii) For any language A, ,the class WC(A) of languages that are recursive in A is 
the cl8ss of languages aFzpted by oracle machines that always halt and have oracle 
C(A) can be characterized 8s the smallest class of languages 
ar sets and the language (A@&* and closed under inter- 
section, inverse homomorphism, and recursive-erasing homomorphic replication. 
at this class is already rlcsed ~t~ti~~. 
r any language A, the class P languages that are primt’tive 
A is thfz class of languages accepted by oracle machines that o 
sive ti sa ve oracle set A. The clas,s 
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PRIMREC(A) can be characterized as the smallest class of languages containing 
the reguPar sgts and the language (A@&* and closed under intersection, inverse 
homomorphism, and primitive recursive-erasing homomorphmc replicatio 
class is also closed under complementation. 
(v) For any integer k 2 3, and any language A, the class %‘$ (N of lenguagcs t 
are gk in A is the class of languages accepted by oracle machines that operate 
within tLne bounds in the Grzegorczyk class %? [S] and that have oracle set A. The 
class Z?i (A) can be characterized as the sma!!est class of languages containing the 
regular sets and the language (A@&* and closed under intersection, inverse 
homomorphism, and homomorphic replication with erasing restricted to functions 
.in @. Each class %$(A) is closed under complementation. The class 5%‘; (A) is 
. 
sometlmes called the class of languages that are ehmzntxy in A. (See [17j for a 
discussion of these and related classes.) 
(vi) It is natural to consider the case where the amount of erasing allowed is 
bounded by a function that is linear in the length of the image string. In this case the 
natural analog of Theorem 3.1 is not known to characterize any ::rass tudied in the 
literature. However the natural analog of Theorem 4.1 does characterize an 
important class. For any language A, the class RUD(A) of languages that are 
nridimenta-y in A is the class of languages obtained from the smallest class of 
relations containing the concatenation relation, the relation representing member- 
ship in A, and closed under the Boolean operations, explicit transformation, ;~nci 
linear 5ounded existential quantification (see [22, 251). The class RUD(A) can be 
characterized as the smallest class of !anguages containing the regular sets and the 
13nguage -4 and closed under inverse homomnrphism, intersection, complemer- 
tation, and linear-erasing homomorphic rephcatlon. It is the smalkst class contain- 
ing the Zanguaqe A that is closed under inverse homomorphkm, intersection wit 
regular sets, the Boolean operations, and linear-erasing homomorphic replicaGon, 
that is, the class RUD(A) is the smallest semi-MT cc)ntaining A that is closc~l 
under the Boolean operations and linear-erasing ihomomorphic rep!ication. 
It should be ncJtei that characterizations ir:-% - to those given in Corollaries 3.2 
and 3.3 can tie obtained for the classes Rh:(Ai, RECCA), PRIMREC(A), and 
S:(A). 
Professcjr Martin Davis (personal communication) has asked whether t 
& can bf; characterized in this way, where for eat 
are recu:sive in & or, equivalently, dk+, = .Xk.+l n 
that for any k, if Ak is complete for Zk, then 
smallest class containing the recursive 
under ir lterse&orl, inverse homomor 
If s& r&am to the Representation Lemma and apply the technique of [4] to the 
&arast&zatioon, then we obtain @k following result. 
6.1. L#A$ be an ou~le machine that runs in time t(n) and has the tape 
itit Ap 27~~ tkFe exists a Iup.ruZetermi@ific ora& machine Mz with three work 
&pes land 0~ quefy tape such &at for any oracle set A G A * (i) L(M2,i (A@ 
(A*-.,4))*) = I.(Ml, A), (ii) for every w E .L(M2, (,40(A *-A))*), there is an 
&cepting computation f M2 on w with rw more than t(l WI) steps, and (iii) in any 
comp~krtion the ora& is queried by M2 (in state ql) at most once and that is in th: 
lust step. 
If in the statement of Prooosition 6.1 the machine A& runs in time t$) and t(n) is 
a real-time countable function, then the machine M2 has the property that for every 
input string w E L(M2, (A@(A *-A))*) every accepting computation ojf M2 on w 
has at most (alternatively, exactly) t(fwl) steps. 
in Propos Ln 6.1 the oracle machine Mz queries its oracle at most once and then +V 
1w;: accepts only if the answer is Srmative. This suggests the notion of a 
“nondeterministic time-bounded many-one redkbility” [ 171. 
A set A is nondetenninistic t(n)-time reducible to a set B, A 6 noidet B, if there is 
m 
a nondeterministic multitspe Turing transducer M that operates in time t(n) &ch 
that for any w, w E A if and only if there is some y E B such that M &ves output y 
on input w. 
This notion leads to the following formal statement.. 
Let M be an oracle machine that rults in time t(n) and has tape 
a&&abet A. Fiw crrty oracle set A SE A *, L(M, A) 6 noddet (AO(A * -A))*. 
m 
Results simtiar to Pr@ositions 6.1 and 6.2 in the context of automata with 
restricted WV? - access can be found in [6,7]. 
!‘i) IIf A and B are such that A s no&et B for some polynomial t, then . 
m 
B be wo languages. If there is a nondeterministic oracle machine 
that runs in polynomial time such that PI = L(M, Eli, then we write A syP B. 
nal communication) h 
if and only if A <zp ( 
ted out that for 
* if and only if 
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